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Abstract: With the rapid development of new nanomaterials, it was recognized early that together
with their beneficial properties, nanomaterials may pose a risk to human health and the environment.
Evidence has accumulated over the last twenty years in support of oxidative stress as a broad
mechanistic concept to explain the interaction of engineered nanoparticles with biological substances.
As oxidative stress as a physiological response was recognized in redox biology, its wide-ranging
use in nanotoxicology has exposed new challenges and limitations. In this commentary, we review
certain oxidative stress concepts and their relevance to nanotoxicology.
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Nanotechnology has firmly established itself in the list of modern-day high technologies.
With the rapid development of new nanomaterials, it was recognized early on that along with their
beneficial properties, nanomaterials may pose a hazard risk to human health and the environment [1].
Such awareness led to the separate discipline of nanotoxicology that emerged as an essential part of
nanotechnology advancement. Compelling evidence was accumulated over the last twenty years in
support of oxidative stress (OS) as a broad mechanistic paradigm behind the interaction of ultra-small
engineered particles with biological objects [2,3]. Long before the advent of nanotechnology, OS as a
physiological response concept was recognized in redox biology [4,5]. As a result, its wide-ranging use
in nanotoxicology assays exposed new challenges and limitations. Here, we will highlight certain OS
concepts and some of the experimental problems specific to nanotoxicology.
Aerobic organisms depend on multiple electron transfers from high to low energy entities with
oxygen as the terminal electron acceptor and strong oxidant with a formal potential E = 0.82 V vs.
normal hydrogen electrode (NHE). Fortunately, due to the quantum mechanical restrictions in the
electronic ground state, dioxygen reactivity is quite low without additional activation, preventing
the spontaneous combustion of organic matter. Thus, multiple redox reactions can occur along
the downhill electronic energy slope with rates controlled by dedicated enzymatic structures.
Each cellular compartment maintains its redox potential within a “healthy” physiological range
by redox homeostasis [6], and OS can be pronounced as a supra-physiological move to higher potential
values. Hence, the representation of the OS in quantitative terms would require the establishment of
physiological redox potential margins, within which the oxidative outbreaks can still be reversed by
internal antioxidants. Similarly, OS is used to describe the buildup of so-called reactive oxygen species
(ROS), the umbrella term for partially reduced oxygen and nitrogen derivatives, primarily electrophilic
radical species (Figure 1). A major source of radicals in a biological environment is hydrogen peroxide,
which accumulates during the respiratory burst. ROS can arise outside cell boundaries or be produced
internally, largely within the mitochondria as by-products of oxygen metabolism. ROS reactivity
(which is inverse to their lifetime) correlates with the oxidizing strength, best expressed by their formal
redox potential and reaction kinetics with a specific biological partner.
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Figure 1. A significant shift in a biological system redox potential generates oxidative stress.

Depending on its magnitude, OS is compensated by natural homeostasis, which leads to the
activation of the internal antioxidant responses and inflammatory signaling. In extreme cases, OS may
lead to cell death by apoptosis, necrosis, or ferroptosis. On a molecular level, ROS react with
biomacromolecules, leading to specific pathological outcomes, such as atherosclerosis and cancer.
Naturally produced ROS play essential physiological roles in activation of certain cellular signaling
pathways, nuclear transcription factors, and detoxification of pathogens.
OS is a principal mechanistic concept in nanotoxicology; however, multiple biological pathways
are at its origin due to the vast variety of nanoparticle (NP) physicochemical properties. Typically,
ROS measurement data is presented in qualitative or relative terms, which complicates comparability
between laboratories. Still, in several nanomaterial categories, characteristic OS initiating descriptors
have emerged and can provide a physical basis to model the NP hazard. Burello et al. have proposed a
rationale that ties metal oxide electronic structure to potential toxicity, namely to a position of their
electronic energy bands relative to the intracellular redox potential range [7]. A favorable position
of the NP conduction or valence band promotes electron transfers between a metal oxide NP and
a biomolecule in contact, triggering OS. Later, this framework was validated in a systematic study
using a series of metal oxide NP tests with zebra fish [8]. Metallic NPs can be reduced, oxidized,
and release metal ions in a biological environment [9], largely depending on their formal redox
potential value relative to the prevalent biological redox potential range, spanning from −0.38 V to
+0.34 V [10]. Certain metal ions (Fe, Cu, Cr, Co), if not complexed, promote redox cycling and enable
Fenton type reactions with hydrogen peroxide, producing · OH, an extremely reactive (E = 2.8 V)
and short-lived (τ = 1 ns) radical. Depending on their location, NPs can cause OS by interacting
with the extracellular medium, with transmembrane proteins by inducing intracellular signaling or
after their internalization through multiple established pathways [11]. When taken up by the cell,
NPs encounter various biomolecules, potentially perturbing redox homeostasis in the cytosol and
organelles. NPs also can play an antioxidant role by preventing or slowing oxidative reactions in a
biological setting, also as radical scavengers, and these beneficial capabilities are actively sought for
potential therapeutic applications in nanomedicine [12,13]. From a chemical standpoint, it is imperative
to analyze oxidants and antioxidants in the context of its electron transfer partner(s) formal potential,
as the same compound can have an opposite effect in a different cellular compartment [14].
Basically, redox potential seems to be the most accurate descriptor of the system redox
balance; therefore, determining real time values in each cellular compartment, together with the
corresponding redox reaction kinetic constants, expresses the in vitro redox state. Techniques to
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measure the intra-cellular redox potential non-invasively and in real time are being developed, ensuing
developments in instrumentation and genetic engineering [15–18].
Perhaps the most widespread experimental in vitro approach in nanomaterial-induced OS
measurement embraces incubation with NPs, followed by the assessment of the oxidative damage to
biomacromolecules [19–21] such as DNA, lipids, and proteins, or an appraisal of cellular antioxidant
defenses [14]. Comparison with the non-exposed control group (aka “negative control”) allows
one to assess the relative magnitude of the NP-caused OS. In vitro experiments with a known toxic
substance (positive control) offers an estimate of the upper OS limit. Having both positive and
negative controls allows the dynamic range for the assay output to be determined. To be relevant,
the positive control must represent a similar material class, for example metal oxides, metals, etc.
A direct ROS concentration measurement using electron paramagnetic resonance spectroscopy (EPR)
with spin-trapping or dedicated fluorophores may offer a real time OS representation [22–24].
Many assays intended to sense OS were previously developed for soluble chemicals and drugs,
and typically require modification for use in the presence of NPs to avoid improper results in the
presence of particular matter. Most extra complications could be traced to unidentified particle
reactivity with assay reagents [22], test biomolecules and nutrients [23], or interferences with the assay
optical readout [24]. Optical issues occur due to inherent light scattering, absorption, and emission
by the NPs. Furthermore, NP optical properties and biological activity depend on their chemical
composition, aggregation state, and surface coating, all of which could be altered during the assay
procedure, such as being added to the cell culture medium. Hence, it is vital to evaluate the NP
physico-chemical properties in a biological test setting.
Photocatalytic NPs, such as TiO2 , may generate ROS in acellular environments and enhance the
macromolecular damage during the assay procedure unless precautions are taken to avoid exposure
to ambient light [19]. When analyzing DNA strand breaks with the single cell gel electrophoresis (aka
comet) assay, NPs have been shown to slow DNA migration during electrophoresis, thus producing
false negative results [25]. Variation of the reduced glutathione (GSH) level is a rather sensitive early
OS indicator and can be detected using absorbance with Ellmans reagent or via the rhodamine-based
organo-selenium probe [26]. Presence of metallic NPs, however, will significantly quench the probe
light emission [27]. The assays that measure the macromolecule damage and antioxidant production
typically consume the sample and preclude a repeated collection of data from the same cell [14].
This may hinder the assessment of the OS at low dose levels over extended time periods that simulate
the chronic NP exposure. When ROS and antioxidant concentration is monitored in live cells using
microscopic imaging with fluorogenic sensors [15], it allows the observation of OS evolution in
real time and avoids artifacts due to sample extraction. Application of gene expression analysis to
identify underlying OS mechanisms caused by exposure to NPs is expanding following advances in
high-content analytical technologies [28,29]. Techniques such as gene chips and reverse transcription
polymerase chain reaction allow the recognition of early molecular markers of the redox imbalance by
following the expression of genes, responsible for the antioxidant proteins [20].
As NPs are an essential element in these OS tests, several experimental strategies have been
reported in order to accommodate particular matter in standard toxicity assays developed for soluble
chemicals/drugs. First, it is the comprehensive NP characterization, preferably in the biological
test media. Multiple techniques and dedicated instruments are now available for this purpose [30].
Removal of NPs using separation methods such as precipitation, filtering, centrifugation, or careful
washing prior to the biological assay is very effective in minimizing artifacts. Another common
approach is the validation of the assay output with an orthogonal method. Still, a significant variability
in the NP test results between laboratories using the equivalent method and similar materials often
hamper data comparison [31]. Fortunately, the development of standardized protocols and reference
nanomaterials by standards organizations is addressing this critical need [32]. Finally, cell-free control
experiments often allow quantification of the amount of NP interference that could be used to correct
the assay endpoint value [22].
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Ultimately, in vitro acquired data should give information to predict in vivo and human
nanomaterial hazards. Given the efforts to minimize animal use for NP testing, complex in vitro
models and those that mimic target organs are being developed [33]. Instead of using relevant cell
monocultures, the current trend is to pursue 3D and microfluidics-based in vitro models, to better
represent nanomaterial uptake and bio-distribution by the target organ [34]. Along with developments
in experimental techniques, computational approaches to model toxicity in the whole body aim to
predict the nanomaterial-induced OS and avoid ethical and economic burden associated with animal
testing. However, an experimental validation of in silico approaches is still necessary, given the wide
toxicological profile of the nanomaterials [35]. Although numerous causal relationships between
exposures to toxicant and biological redox responses have been already developed, it is still not
clear how the short-term OS level increase relates to the long-term organism adaptability or damage.
This problem is heightened in nanotoxicology by the pervasiveness of acute exposure experimental
setups and by the acceptance of multiple, different dosing units, whether it is mass-, particle-number-,
or surface-area-based.
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